McCarthy Repeats Debate Challenge to Kennedy

By Jerry Rankin

Hollywood (AP) — Eugene McCarthy again has challenged President Kennedy to a televised debate.

Thursday he said Thursday he would meet President Kennedy in a televised debate, as he had previously asserted.

McCarthy has invited the president and other interested groups to participate in the debate, which is scheduled to take place in New York City.

McCarthy and Kennedy are among the leading candidates for the Democratic nomination in the upcoming election.

The debate is expected to attract a large audience and will be broadcast live.

McCarthy and Kennedy are scheduled to meet in a town hall meeting in New York City on Saturday, where they will discuss their political platforms and take questions from the audience.

The debate is expected to be a key moment in the campaign for the Democratic nomination.


defensive, Kennedy and McCarthy are expected to highlight their differences on issues such as foreign policy, health care, and the economy.

The debate is expected to be a critical moment in the campaign for the Democratic nomination.